CORRECTION
In the February print edition, we ran images of the scuba air tank with a story already run in the January edition. We regret the error.

SCUBA AIR TANK

Grand Cayman in the Cayman Islands, British West Indies, has a strong scuba diver presence. The North Sound Club, the only 18-hole course on the island, repurposed a used scuba diver tank. A high-pressure flexible air hose and air chuck made it into an easily transported air tank, used to pump up the tires on the 40 E-Z-GO golf carts in their fleet. The used scuba tank holds from 2,700 to 3,000 PSI, and costs about $4 to fill up completely with oxygen at a local specialty scuba shop. A regular air tank holds much less air at a lower pressure—which would run out quickly with use. With regular use for the carts, it would usually need to be refilled every 2 weeks. Though the tank is moderately heavy, it can be moved easily enough by one crew member to fill cart tires by hand. Two valves are installed on the tank, with one controlling the on/off operation and the other regulating the flow of air. The high-pressure flexible air hose and air chuck were acquired at a local auto parts store and installed by the crew. Jason Deerwester, director of golf, Robert “Chilly” Chilman, associate golf professional, Anthony Persaud, acting superintendent, and Davy Eubanks, general manager are the team members behind the repurposed tank. The used air tank cost the club about $150, the air hose/air chuck cost about $45 and it took about 15 minutes of labor to install the air hose.